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ABSTRACT 
Let the classical regression model y = X/3 + UE, E(E) = 0, Cov E = V be given. It 
is shown that the inverse-partitioned-matrix (IPM) method due to C. R. Rao (1973) 
can easily be understood if the prediction problem for linear models is considered. 
Consider the classical Gauss-Markov model y = Xp + as, where E is a 
random n x 1 vector such that E(E) = 0, E( EE’) = V. Let 
be a g-inverse of 
in the sense that GG-G = G. Based on the matrix G- and its submatrices, 
C. R. Rao [4, pp. 294-3001 invented a method for estimating estimable 
functions of /3 and a’. This method is called the IPM (inverse-partitioned- 
matrix) method. His results are as follows: C$y and C,, y are best linear 
unbiased estimators (BLUES) of /3 in the sense that p’Cis y = p’Czl y is a 
BLUE of pp whenever pp is estimable. Moreover, if we let 18 = CLay, then 
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Covfi = u”C,, and y’C,,y is a best quadratic unbiased estimator (BQUE) of 
fa2, where as usual 
f=Rank(X:V)-Rank(X). (3) 
The properties of Ci’,y, C,,y, and C, are easy to understand. Let a’y be 
an unbiased estimator of p’fi, an estimable function of p. Then X’u = p, while 
c’y is an unbiased estimator of 0 iff Ec’y = c’X,f3 = (X’C)‘~ = 0, i.e., X’c = 0. 
It follows from the Lehmann-Scheffe theorem (see, e.g., [4, pp. 317-3181) 
that a’y is a BLUE of pip iff Cov(a’y, c’y) = U’VC = 0 for all c E N(X’), 
where N( .) denotes m&pace. This is equivalent to Vu E im(X) = :{ Xp: /3 E 
[w k }. Thus Vu + Xb = 0 for some b, and evidently 
is a solution for a and b. Consequently pf$ = p’C&.y, which makes it 
plausible that C[sy is a BLUE of /? and by symmetry C,,y is a BLUE, too. 
Moreover, 
Var(u’y)=Var(p$)=a2u’Va= -a2u’Xb 
zz - 02p’b = + a2p’Cz2p. (4) 
This proves that Cov( ,i?) = u “C,, in the following sense: Cov( p’$) = u ‘p’C,,p 
whenever p’$’ is estimable. 
It is more difficult to see that y’C,,y is a plausible estimator of fu2. This, 
however, can be achieved by considering the prediction problem in linear 
models. Consider the linear model 
Provided that Z’y* is predictable-i.e., (X *)‘I E im( X’)-it follows (see [2], 
[5], or [ 11) that a’y is a BLUP (best linear unbiased predictor) of I’y* iff 
V,,u - V,,Z E im( X), 
X’u = (x*)2. (6) 
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This leads to the equation G(a’, h’)‘= ((V,,Z)‘, ((X *)‘I)‘)‘, where in G we 
have replaced V by V,,. Now evidently a = CrrVraZ + C,,(X*)‘Z is a solution 
leading to the predictor a’y = Z’V&;,y + Z’X *C&y = Z’V&;,y + Z’X */3. In 
[3] it has been shown that y* = VsrAy + X *fi is a BLUP of y* in the sense 
that Z’y * is a BLUP of any predictable Z’y * if y ‘Ay is a BQUE of fu 2. This 
result makes it plausible that y’C;,y, and by symmetry also y’C,,y, could 
indeed be BQUEs of fu', as was shown by C. Ft. Rao [4, pp. 294-3001. 
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